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L [1 0%] Find the probability of randomly selecting 3 good apples in successíon 企om a basket containing J 0 

apples ofwhicb 4 have spoiled . 

2. [15%] A coín ís tossed twice. Let X denote the nurnber of beads on the li rst toss and Y the tota! number of 

heads on 出e 2 tosses. If the coin is unbalanced and a head has 40% chance of occurring, find 

(a) the joint probabi!ity distributioD of X and Y; 

(b) the m.arginal dis甘ibutions of Y; 

(c) the probabiüty that at !east 1 head occurs. 

3. [10%] Prove that the variance ofa random variable X is σ2 = E(X2) 一 μ2

4. [10%] An electrical fum manufactures a lOU-watt light bulb, whicb, accordíng to specifications written on 

the package. bas a mean life of 900 hours with a standard deviation of 50 hours. At most, what percentage of 

tbe bulbs fai l to last even 700 hours? Assume 曲的 the distribution is symmetric about the mean. [Hint: use 

Chebyshev 's 血的remJ

5. An experi.ment often consists of repeated trials, each witb two possible outcomes that may be labeled 

success or failure. The proc臼s is refeπed to as a Bernoulli proc臼s . Each trial is called a Bemoull i tria l. 

[10%] (a) P!ease describe four properties of the Bemoull i proc臼s .

[ 5%] (b) PI凶se write out the fonnula of the distribution b(x; 爪 p) of binomial random variable X , the 

nurnber of succcsses in tJ independent trials. A Bemoull i trial can result in a success with probabi1ity p and a 

fa ûure with. probability q = 1 - p. 

[10%] (c) Please use binomi叫叫ansion of(q + p)" to show that I b(x; 叭叭 = 1

6. [1 0%] Let X be a binomial random variable wi出 probabi!i ty dístribul ion b(x丸， p). Prove tbat Poisson 

distribution is a limiting foml of the binonual d is仕ibution ， i.e. , 

whenn →∞，p → O， and μ = np remains constant, b(月1 ， p) → p(x; μ) .

7. [20%] Find tbe moment-generating function of the binomial random variable X and then use it to v巳rity

thatμ = np and d = npq. 


